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“He has my support because he is a protector of the Constitution!!!” ~ Jim
Kalsar

“I have known Ebert for years and he will fight for our freedoms, fight
against the excessive taxation, fight against regulations, and fight to get
government out of our lives. He will always put the people and individual
freedom first.” ~ Dr. Barbra Lockwood

“Ebert is easily the most honest man running. If reducing the size and cost
of our government is important to you, then he is the obvious choice.” ~
Tom Giles

When elected, Bill will propose the following as the 28th Amendment to the Constitution:
"Congress shall make no law that applies to the citizens of the United States that does not apply
equally to the Senators and/or Representatives and Congress shall make no law that applies to the
Senators and/or Representatives that does not apply equally to the citizens of the United States".

It's time to stop the corruption in Washington. Bill will:
• Prohibit Cabinet members and their immediate family from soliciting donations from foreign
sources. - This is pure bribery and borders on treason.
• Create a public database of congressional HR settlements, make disclosure quicker, and increase
personal financial liability for members of Congress. - The taxpayer's money should not be used to
cover up the misconduct of members of Congress.
• Prevent members of Congress from abusing their access to information and influence, by
prohibiting them from buying or selling stocks during their time in office. - Yes, believe it or not,
members of Congress aren't subject to the same "insider trading" laws as their constituents.
• Put a stopper in D.C.’s infamous Revolving Door with a lifetime ban on members of Congress making
money lobbying. - No more influence peddling.

Ebert G. “Bill” Beeman pledges he will work to end crony capitalism. No more bailing out big banks.
No more sweet heart deals for the connected. Bill will work to eliminate the federal income tax. He
will introduce legislation to shut down the NSA, the TSA and end mass surveillance. Bill will introduce
legislation to end the failed policy of drug prohibition that is fueling the Opioid Epidemic. Bill will
work to downsize the military and bring our troops home. He will work to expand health freedom to
make Health Care affordable, safe, and effective. He will advocate for replacing Congresses’ privileged
government pensions with social security, giving them an incentive to actually fix the problem instead
of kicking it down the road. Bill is in favor of imposing term limits. He will replace government
meddling in money with marketplace discipline and require government financial transparency.

As a member of Erie County Council, Bill was a budget hawk and was publicly applauded at public
meetings for being a staunch defender of the taxpayer’s interest. Bill voted against increasing
wasteful spending more than the other six members of council combined. He will bring the same
commitment to Congress.
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